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In recent few years the world community has faced a problem which was considered before as
an almost theoretical one - a possibility of illicit trafficking of nuclear and radioactive
materials due to their partially controlled or even completely uncontrolled proliferation.

Organization of the first conference entitled "Safety of Radiation Sources and Security of
Radioactive Materials", Dijon, France, 14-18 September 1998, is particularly a witness of the
world community's concern about these issues. The conference was held under the aegis of
the IAEA, European Commission, INTERPOL and World Customs Organization. The
conference covered the whole range of problems concerned with both the elaboration of legal
regulations of radiation control, development of equipment and training of personnel.

Since 1997 till 2000 the international ITRAP program (Illicit Trafficking Radiation Detection
Assessment Program) was held under the aegis of the IAEA, WCO and INTERPOL. The task
of the program was to work out the common requirements to the equipment, to test the
equipment against the program requirements and to elaborate recommendations for the IAEA
member-countries.

In the course of this program realization the modern devices of the world leading
manufacturers of the equipment for radiation control at state borders had been tested. The
equipment to be tested is designed to fulfil the following main tasks [1]: alarming about the
presence of radioactive source in the controlled area; detection and location of the source, as
well as its identification, personnel radiation protection being necessarily provided.

To fulfil each of the above tasks essentially different specialized instruments are used: from
large fixed installed systems to portable instruments, "pager" type pocket search instruments
and personal dosimeters. Consequently numerous different instruments have to be used during
the radiation control at borders. It creates considerable difficulties for border guard (customs)
officers, who as a rule are not experts in the field of radiation control and radiation protection.
Therefore, an urgent task for the present is to develop simple, reliable and inexpensive
instruments that would allow several of the mentioned tasks to be simultaneously fulfilled.
For the last years instruments of a new generation such as the PM1703 and the PM1710 [2, 3]
that combine functions of different class devices have been developed.

The main distinguishing and favorable features and advantages of these devices are as
follows.

• These devices having small weight and dimensions permit not only effective detection
of radioactive sources, but also their location.

• Special algorithm gives an opportunity to find sources not only with decreasing
background as compared to the natural background value due to its shielding (e.g. by
scrap), but also with increasing background due to other source (location of one source
in the field of the other one).
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The devices have a non-volatile memory for the history accumulation and storage:
time and date of the device switch on/off, source detection cases, etc. The history of
operation may be transmitted to the PC for its further storage and processing.

• The devices have two LCD display modes: in the count rate units (the sources being
detected and located in this mode) and in the dose rate units, which allows the
evaluation of a danger of the detected and located source to a person.

The above-mentioned features of the described devices give an opportunity to develop a new
methodology of detection of sources.

• Owing to small weight and dimensions and a low power consumption the user may
hold these devices in a pocket (on a belt) during the entire working shift without
switching them off.

The user may fulfil his usual professional duties not related to the radiation control
and even may not be concerned about the device and its operation - the device
functions in the automatic mode and all the information about its operation is
accumulated and stored in the non-volatile memory and, if necessary, may be
consequently transmitted to the PC for analysis.

• When the source is detected (alarm triggers), the device may be hold in hand and used
for location of the detected source.

• After the source is located one may evaluate its danger to a person just by switching
the LCD indication to the dose rate units. It helps the user who may not be an expert in
radiation protection to choose at once a proper way of actions in response to the
detected and located source.

• It should be emphasized that these devices combine functions of fixed installed
monitors (being in fact "fixed installed monitor in pocket"), portable devices and
dosimeters. They are the only possible type of monitors that may be used for searching
sources in such not easily accessible places as railroad cars, the interior of ships, etc.

Thus, these devices are examples of the new generation devices. They were developed using
the available experience and up-to-date achievements in microelectronics especially for
fulfillment of tasks in the field of control of trafficking of radioactive sources through the
state borders. These devices provide an opportunity to develop new versions of methodology
of their operation considerably simplifying and facilitating the user's work.
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